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The purpose of this note is to prove the following

Theorem.

Let G be a nondiscrete locally compact Abelian group with

dual group G. Let

AP(G)= {fEL\G):jEL»(G)},
which for p^l

is a Banach algebra under convolution, with norm

IWI'-IWIi
+ IWU
Let AP(G)2 denote the ideal generated

by the products f * g, where

f, gEAp(G). Then
(1) AP(G)2 is a proper dense subset of AP(G).
(2) AP(G) contains a maximal ideal which is neither closed, prime,
nor regular.

(3) AP(G) has no bounded approximate identity.
(4) There is a discontinuous positive linear functional

on AP(G).

Remarks.
These algebras were introduced
in [3], and several
properties similar to those of L1(G) were established. The properties
studied here are in contrast to those of LX(G) (see [l], [7], [8]). By
Cohen's factorization theorem [l], P1(G)2 = P1(G); the fact that every
maximal ideal of L1(G) is closed, prime, and regular follows immediately

from Cohen's

theorem

and the following

facts.

Lemma [5, pp. 87, 88]. Let R be a commutative Banach algebra such
that R2 9^ {0}. Then R contains a nonprime maximal ideal if and only
if R2 t^R, and in this case each nonprime maximal ideal is a maximal
subspace of R containing R2. If 1GP, then a maximal ideal is regular if

and only if it is prime.
Proof

of theorem.

It is clear from the lemma that

(2) follows

from (1). To prove (1) we show first that for p^l, Ap(G)2EAq(G),
where g = max(l, p —1). If l^p-^.2, and /, gG^P(G), then / and
gEL2(G), since they are bounded, and thus J-gEL1(G) by Holder's
inequality. If p>2, then 2(p-l)>p
and hence |/|p_1 and |l|p_1
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belong to L2(G). Next note that Ai(G)2EA1/2(G).
Now we fix p^l
and suppose AP(G)2 = AP(G); i.e., if / is any
element of AP(G), f may be written as

/ = E oti(fi*//)

(ai E C,fi, fi E AP(G)).

i-l

Representing each/< in the same manner, and continuing this process,
it is clear that for any positive integer m, we may write/ as
N

f = X) «*(/<.i*/<,2* ' ' • */.-.»)
t=i
Letting

m be an integer

greater

than

and ^4i(G)C^4i/2(G). To complete
fices to construct,

2P, we see that

Since G is nondiscrete,
symmetric neighborhood

Ap(G)EAi(G)

the proof of (1) it therefore suf-

for p> 1 a function/

Ai(G), and for p = 1 a function/

(Ai E AP(G)).

which is in AV(G) and not in

in Ai(G) but not in Ai/2(G).

G is noncompact,
and we may choose a
U of the identity in G whose closure is com-

pact, and a sequence 71, y2, y3, • • • EG such that y{U2C\yjU2 = 0
if i7*j. Let ak = k"1 if p>l, and ak = kr112 if p —\, and define g=xu,
(the characteristic

function

of U);h=

E*°=i akXykv2-Then g and h are

inL2(G) and henceg * h=f, ior somef EL1 (G), by [6, Theorem 1.6.3].
Now observe that gELx(G) and hELp(G), so g*hELp(G),
and
g* h(r) =akp(U) for rEykU (p is the Haar measure of G). Finally by
considering separately the cases p> 1 and p = 1, we see that AP(G)2 is
a proper subset of ^4p(Ct).

To see that AP(G)2 is dense in AP(G), let fEAp(G)
an approximate

has compact

identity

support

{ua}

in Ll(G)

such

that

for each a. Pick a compact

and e>0; choose
||«a||i^l

set KEG

and

ua

so that

/g\k l/l pdp<ep2-<-2p+1),and choose «i so that a >«i implies ||/—w« */||i
<min(e/2,

a>au

\\f-ua

(e/4)p(K)~llp).

*j\\p = \\f-ua

Then

a direct

computation

*/||i+||/-<»-/1|p<«.

the proof of (1) is complete.
To prove (3), note that for/,
•||g[|p. The existence of a bounded
imply the existence of a constant

shows that

for

Since/ * uaEAp(G)2,

gEAp(G), we have ||/* g|[^||/||i
approximate
identity
\ga} would
C such that ||/|[p^ C||/||i for each

fEAp(G). AP(G) would then be a closed subspace of Li(G), and hence
equal to Ll(G) since it is dense. But this is clearly not the case.
Finally, part (4) follows from the existence of a nonclosed maximal
ideal in AP(G); this completes the proof of the theorem.
Remark.
The factorization
theorem of Hewitt
[2] provides an

immediate

proof of (3) and the density

of AP(G)2 in AP(G). The
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simple proof of (3) given here was suggested to us by a comment of
James Burnham.
The authors wish to thank the referee for helpful suggestions,

especially

about the organization

of the material

presented

here.
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